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1. Introduction

The theory of finitely presented soluble groups, as it is known today, has its origin in a
startling discovery made by G. Baumslag and, independently, byV. N. Remeslennikov
in the early 1970s: they showed that every finitely generated metabelian group can be
embedded into a finitely presented metabelian group ([1] and [13]). This embedding
is based on a fairly simple, but flexible construction; it has been used later on by
M. W. Thomson in [18] to prove a similar embedding result for soluble linear groups
and also by O. G. Kharlampovich in her construction of a finitely presented soluble
group with insoluble word-problem (see [9], §3).

1. The stated results might give one the impression that the creation of new kinds
of finitely presented soluble groups is only impeded by the lack of ingenuity, not
by structural constraints. An early result challenging this opinion was published by
R. Bieri and R. Strebel in 1978. In [4], these authors strengthened the earlier result
and complemented it by a very general method for manufacturing finitely presented
metabelian groups. The two results, taken together, lead to a characterization of the
finitely presented metabelian groups among the finitely generated metabelian groups.

The method for producing finitely presented metabelian groups admits of an ex-
tension that yields finitely presented abelian-by-nilpotent groups. I found this gen-
eralization in 1981 but did not publish it, as its utility was far from clear: the new
method did not seem to lead to an embedding result for finitely generated abelian-by-
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nilpotent groups into finitely presented groups of the same kind, and the hypotheses
needed to carry out the construction seemed to be far from being necessary.

2. The difficulties encountered by the new method in producing interesting finitely
presented abelian-by-nilpotent groups have later been explained by C. Brookes,
J. R. J. Groves, J. E. Roseblade and J. S. Wilson in a series of papers in the late 1990s:
in [5], Brookes, Roseblade and Wilson showed that a finitely presented abelian-by-
polycyclic group G is necessarily nilpotent-by-nilpotent-by-finite; in [6] then, this
conclusion is sharpened to G is nilpotent, by nilpotent of class at most two, by finite.

The question now arises whether Brookes’ conclusion can be sharpened further.
In answering this question, the old result of 1981 has turned out to be helpful:
J. R. J. Groves and the author use it in [7] to construct, given a finitely generated
nilpotent group Q of class two, a finitely generated ZQ-module A enjoying the
properties that A is the Fitting subgroup of the split extension G D Q Ë A and that
G admits a finite presentation.

3. This paper is an updated and abridged version1 of the unpublished article [16].
Its contents and layout are as follows: in Section 2, the invariant †0 is introduced.
Its definition can be stated for a finitely generated, but otherwise arbitrary, group Q
and a finitely generated ZQ-module and reads:

†0.QIA/ D fŒ�� 2 S.Q/ j A is fg over the monoid ring ZQ�g:
(See Section 2.1 for the definitions of the sphere S.Q/, the submonoids Q� and the
rays Œ��). Some properties of the invariant can be established for arbitrary groups, but
for most of the results proved in this paper stronger assumptions are needed. This is, in
particular, true for the hypothesis imposed on the module A that enables one to show
that the split extension G D Q Ë A admits of a finite presentation. This hypothesis,
called tameness, is defined and investigated in Section 3; it presupposes that Q be
nilpotent and involves a central series f1g D QkC1 < Qk < � � � < Q2 < Q1 D Q

of Q.
In the special case where Q is nilpotent of class 2 and the series is of length 2

with Q2 D ŒQ;Q�, the definition of tameness reads as follows:

Definition. Let A a finitely generated ZQ-module and A a finite generating set of
A. We call A tame if the invariants of Q and of Q0 D ŒQ;Q� satisfy the following
requirements:

†0.QIA/ [ �†0.QIA/ D S.Q/

and

†0.Q0I A � ZQ0/ [ �†0.Q0I A � ZQ0/ D S.Q0/:
1I have omitted the construction of finitely presented groupsG which are extensionsAGG � Q of

an abelian normal subgroup A by a nilpotent groupQ that do not split.
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The notion of tame modules in hand, the main result can be stated like this:

Theorem 4.1. LetQ be a finitely generated nilpotent group andA a finitely generated
ZQ-module. If A is tame the semi-direct productQ Ë A has a finite presentation.

This result is established in Section 4.
The paper concludes with some examples illustrating the use of Theorem 4.1 and

comments on the necessity of the requirement that the module A be tame.

4. I thank John Groves for bringing to my attention the problem studied in [7]. This
problem provided the impetus for publishing the old results set forth in this article. I
am also grateful to the referee for his or her unusually thorough reading of the paper
and the helpful list of suggestions; they have led to a number of improvements of the
article, both in contents and in exposition.

2. The invariant †0.QI A/

The definition of the invariant†0.QIA/ for a finitely generated groupQ is a straight-
forward generalization of the definition of †A.Q/ introduced in [4], where Q is a
finitely generated abelian group. The properties of†0.QIA/, however, are harder to
establish and are less satisfactory than those of †A.Q/. In order not to overburden
this preliminary section,Q will be a finitely generated, but otherwise arbitrary, group
in Section 2.1 and at the beginning of Section 2.2, but later on it will be assumed
to be polycyclic; this restriction leads to shaper and more easily stated results. (In
Sections 3 and 4 the group Q will actually be nilpotent.)

2.1. Definition and first properties. We define the invariant †0.QIA/, establish
some of its easy properties and then introduce a function v� W ZQ ! R[f1g whose
properties are similar to those of a valuation of a field.

2.1a. The sphere S.Q/ and the invariant †0.QI A/. LetQ be a finitely generated
group. The group Q gives rise to a sphere S.Q/ obtained like this: the homomor-
phisms � W Q ! R ofQ into the additive group of R form a finite dimensional vector
space Hom.Q;R/ over the reals and each non-zero homomorphism � ofQ gives rise
to a subset

Q� D fq 2 Q j �.q/ � 0g
ofQ. This subset is actually a submonoid ofQ and it does not change if � is replaced
by a positive multiple of itself. The space of submonoidsQ� is therefore parametrized
by the rays Œ�� emanating from the origin; they are the points of the sphere

S.Q/ D fŒ�� j � 2 Hom.Q;R/ X f0gg:
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For later use, we introduce also a collection of subspheres of S.Q/: given a subgroup
K of Q we set

S.Q;K/ D fŒ�� 2 S.Q/ j �.K/ D f0gg:
The invariant†0.QIA/ is a subset of the sphere S.Q/; it depends onQ and on a

finitely generated ZQ-module A. The module A can be regarded as module over the
various monoid rings ZQ�, but A may not be finitely generated over some of them.
The invariant †0.QIA/ collects those submonoids over which A remains finitely
generated:

†0.QIA/ D fŒ�� 2 S.Q/ j A is fg over the monoid ring ZQ�g: (2.1)

Remarks 2.1. a) In [4], a subset †A.Q/ is studied, with Q a finitely generated
abelian group. In [16] the generalization given in the above is put forward and
analyzed. Higher dimensional analogues of†A.Q/were defined and investigated by
R. Bieri and B. Renz in [3]. They also proposed the new notation †0.QIA/ instead
of †A.Q/.

b) The modules in this paper will be right modules, in contradistinction to the
modules considered in [4] and in [3]. Every right Q-module A can, of course, be
turned into a left Q-module As by declaring that q ? a D a � q�1 and Definition 2.1
has an obvious interpretation for left ZQ-modules. The two subsets are then related
by †0.QIAs/ D �†0.QIA/.

c) In the context of the subsets Sigma it has become customary to refer to the
homomorphisms into the additive group of R as characters.

2.1b. Elementary properties of †0. We continue with four simple properties of
†0. In the first of them, Q is fixed and A is varied.

Lemma 2.2. For every extensionA1 � A � A2 of finitely generated ZQ-modules
the chain of inclusions

†0.QIA1/ \†0.QIA2/ � †0.QIA/ � †0.QIA2/ (2.2)

holds. If the extension splits the first of these inclusions is actually an equality.

Proof. If Œ�� is contained in the intersection, both A1 and A2 are finitely generated
over ZQ�, whence A has the same property. So Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/ by definition. The
inclusion †0.QIA/ � †0.QIA2/ is proved similarly. If the extension splits, the
module A1 is a quotient module of A and so the inclusion †0.QIA/ � †0.QIA1/
holds by the second inclusion in (2.2). It follows that the first inclusion in (2.2) is
then an equality.

The second result compares †0.QIA/ with †0.P IA/, the subgroup P being of
finite index in Q.
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Lemma 2.3. Suppose that � W P ,! Q is the inclusion of a subgroupP of finite index
into Q. Then the morphism �� W S.Q/ � S.P /, induced by the inclusion �, maps
†0.QIA/ bijectively onto †0.P IA/ \ S.P; P \Q0/.

Proof. Notice first thatA is finitely generated over the subring ZP � ZQ. Consider
now a non-zero character � W Q ! R. Then �.P / ¤ f0g; so there exists a finite
subset T � Q which contains the unit element 1, represents the homogeneous space
Q=P and satisfies �.T / � 0. Set  D � B �.

Assume now A is finitely generated over ZQ�, say by the finite set A. For every
q 2 Q� there exists p 2 P and t 2 T such that q D t � p. Then �.p/ � 0, for
�.T / � 0, and so p 2 P . It follows thatQ� is contained in the union of the subsets
t � P with t 2 T , and so A is generated over P by the finite set A � T . This
reasoning proves the inclusion

��.†0.QIA// � †0.P IA/ \ S.P; P \Q0/:

Its converse is clear.

There is a variant of Lemma 2.3 where one starts with a module B of the smaller
group, induces it up to a moduleA of the larger group and then compares the invariants
†0.P IB/ and †0.QIA/. If P is normal in Q, the following result holds:

Lemma 2.4. Suppose that � W P ,! Q is the inclusion of a normal subgroup P
of finite index into Q and B a finitely generated ZP -module. Set A D B ˝P ZQ.
Then the morphism �� W S.Q/ � S.P /maps†0.QIA/ bijectively onto†0.P IB/\
S.P; P \Q0/.

Proof. Lemma 2.3 implies that image of †0.QIA/ under the isomorphism �� co-
incides with the intersection †0.P IA/ \ S.P; P \ Q0/; here the Q-module A D
B ˝P ZQ is to be considered as an P -module via restriction. As such, it is a finite
direct sum of modules of the form B ˝ q with q 2 Q. Fix q 2 Q and let ˛q denote
the automorphism ofP that sendsp to qpq�1. An elementp 2 P acts on a summand
B ˝ q as follows:

.b ˝ q/p D .b ˝ qpq�1/ � q D b � ˛q.p/˝ q:

Consider now a non-zero character � W Q ! R. We claim it coincides on P with
� B ˛q; indeed, if p 2 P then .� B ˛q/.p/ D �.qpq�1/ D �.p/. It follows that
A˝ q is finitely generated over P� if and only if A has this property. But if so,

†0.P IB/ \ S.P;Q0 \ P / D †0.P IB ˝ q/ \ S.P;Q0 \ P /
for every q 2 Q. The claim now follows from the addendum to Lemma 2.2.

In Lemma 2.3 one pulls back the action ofQ on the ZQ-module A to a subgroup
P of Q and asks how the invariant †0.P IA/ is related to †0.QIA/. An analogous
question can be asked for an epimorphism � W zQ � Q. Its answer is given by
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Lemma 2.5. Suppose � W zQ � Q is an epimorphism of a finitely generated group
zQ onto Q and A is a finitely generated ZQ-module. Let QA denote the Z zQ-module
obtained from A by pulling back the action via � . Then

†0. zQI QA/ D ��.†0.QIA// [ S. zQ; ker �/c :

In this formula �� denotes the embedding S.Q/ � S. zQ/ induced by � .

Proof. Notice first that QA is finitely generated over zQ. Consider now a non-zero
character Q� W zQ ! R; two cases arise. If z� vanishes on the kernel of � it is a pull-
back of some character � of Q, and QA is finitely generated over Z zQz� if, and only
if, A is finitely generated over ZQ�. If, on the other hand, z� does not vanish on
N D ker � there exists an element t 2 N with z�.t/ > 0. Then t acts by the identity
on QA. Since QA is finitely generated over Z zQ and as zQ D S

j2N t
�j � zQz�, the module

QA is therefore finitely generated over Z zQz�.

2.1c. Valuations extending characters. The second topic of this preliminary sec-
tion is a function associated to a character �. The function is defined on the group
ring ZQ of Q and has properties similar to those of valuations of a field:

Definition 2.6. Given a character � W Q ! R, define v� W ZQ ! R [ f1g by the
formula

v�.�/ D
´

min¹�.q/ j q 2 supp.�/º if � ¤ 0;

1 if � D 0:

Here � is viewed as a functionQ ! Z with finite support supp.�/. The function v�
will be called the naive valuation extending �.

Basic properties of the valuation v� are collected in Lemma 2.7; the proofs are
straightforward and hence omitted.

Lemma 2.7. The function v� enjoys the following properties:

v�.�C �/ � minfv�.�/; v�.�/g for all .�; �/ 2 ZQ2; (2.3)

v�.� � �/ � v�.�/C v�.�/ for all .�; �/ 2 ZQ2; (2.4)

v�.� � q/ D v�.�/C �.q/ for all .�; q/ 2 ZQ �Q: (2.5)

If the group ring ZQ has no zero-divisors, the two sides of (2.4) are equal.

2.2. †0-criteria. The †0-criteria imply that †0.QIA/ is an open subset of S.Q/;
they allow one also to prove that a given point Œ�� lies in†0.QIA/. In Sections 3 and
4, a criterion valid for polycyclic groups will be needed. In the proof of this criterion
one uses, however, arguments, that constitute, in essence, a proof of a criterion valid
for arbitrary finitely generated groups. For the sake of clarity, I give therefore first a
criterion for arbitrary groups and then a refinement for polycyclic groups.
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2.2a. First criterion

Proposition 2.8. Let A denote a finite set generating the ZQ-module A and let r be
a non-negative real number. Then the following statements are equivalent for every
non-zero character � W Q ! R.

(i) A is finitely generated over ZQ�;

(ii) A is generated by A over ZQ�;

(iii) there exists a matrix
�
�.a;a1/ j .a; a1/ 2 A2

�
with entries in ZQ� with the

following two properties:

a) a1 D P
a2A a � �a;a1

for every a1 2 A,

b) v�.�a;a1
/ > r for all .a; a1/ 2 A2.

Proof. Assume first that statement (i) holds. There exists then a finite subset B of
A so that every element x 2 A is a linear combination of the generators b 2 B with
coefficients �b 2 ZQ�. Since A generatesA as a ZQ-module, each generator b 2 B

is a linear combination of A with coefficients in ZQ, say b D P
a2A a � �a;b . It

follows that

x D
X

b
b � �b D

X
b

� X
a2A

a � �a;b
�

� �b D
X

a
a �

X
b
�a;b�b:

Lemma 2.7 allows us to estimate the v�-value of the coefficient of the generator a
from below:

v�
� X

b
�a;b�b

�
� minfv�.�a;b�b/ j b 2 Bg � minfv�.�a;b/C v�.�b/ j b 2 Bg
� minfv�.�a;b/ j b 2 Bg D ma:

This calculation shows that every element of A is a linear combination of the genera-
tors a with coefficients whose v�-values are bounded from below by m D minfma j
a 2 Ag. Choose now q0 2 Q with �.q0/ > rC minf0;�mg. For each a1 2 A there
exists then coefficients �0

a;a1
with v�.�0

a:a1
/ � m so that the equation

a1 � q�1
0 D

X
a2A

a � �0
a;a1

holds. If we set �a;a1
D �0

a;a1
q0 we obtain a matrix that satisfies requirements a)

and b) enunciated in (iii).

Assume next (iii) holds and .�a;a1
/ is a matrix satisfying requirements a) and b).

We shall prove, by induction on m, that a1 � q lies in the subgroup
P
a12A a1 � ZQ�

for every q 2 Q with �.q/ � �m � r . If m D 0 then q 2 Q� and so the claim holds;
if it holds for m � 0 and �.q/ � �.mC 1/ � r , then

a1 � q D
� X

a2A
a � �a;a1

�
� q D

X
a2A

a � .�a;a1
� q/
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and v�.�a;a1
� q/ D v�.�a;a1

/C �.q/ � �m � r . Going back to the definition of v�,
one sees that each element q0 occurring in the support of �a;a1

� q has �-value greater
or equal to �m � r and lies thus in the subgroup

P
a12A a1 � ZQ� by the induction

hypothesis. So statement (ii) is holds. Since (ii) clearly entails statement (i), the
theorem is established.

Remarks 2.9. a) The above result goes back to [16]; it generalizes a similar propo-
sition of an article by R. Bieri und R. Strebel, namely [4], Prop. 2.1.

b) The matrix
�
�.a;a1/ j .a; a1/ 2 A2

�
induces an endomorphism '0 of the free

right ZQ-module F0 with basis A. This endomorphism can be reinterpreted as a
chain map lifting the identity of the obvious epimorphism ı0 W F0 � A. In this form
the criterion generalizes to a criterion for the invariants †m introduced by R. Bieri
and B. Renz in [3] (see Theorem C).

2.2b. Openness of †0.QI A/. The †0-criterion provides one with a cover of
†0.QIA/ by open subsets and thus implies that the subset †0.QIA/ of the sphere
S.Q/ is open. Indeed, if .�a;a1

j .a; a1/ 2 A2/ is any matrix satisfying condition b)
in statement (iii) with r D 0, the number

minfv�.�a;a1
/ j .a; a1/ 2 A2g D minf�.q/ j q 2 supp.�a;a1

/ and .a; a1/ 2 A2g
is positive. As only finitely many group elements are involved in this minimum, the
set

O.A; .�a;a1
// D fŒ�0� 2 S.Q/ j minfv�0.�a;a1

/ j .a; a1/ 2 A2g > 0g
is a non-empty open subset of S.Q/. This fact, in conjunction with Proposition 2.8,
then implies

Corollary 2.10. LetQ be a finitely generated group and A a finitely generated right
ZQ-module. Then †0.QIA/ is an open subset of S.Q/.

2.2c. An alternate definition of †0 for polycyclic groups. In the definition of†0

one asks, given a non-zero character �, whether the finitely generatedQ-moduleA is
finitely generated over the monoid Q�. The submonoid Q� is, in general, infinitely
generated. So the requirement that A be finitely generated over a finitely generated
submonoid ofQ� is typically a more severe condition than that used in the definition
of Q�. For polycyclic groups, however, the two conditions are equivalent. This is a
consequence of

Proposition 2.11. AssumeQ0, the derived group ofQ, is finitely generated. Then the
following conditions are equivalent for every non-zero character � and every finitely
generated ZQ-module A:

(i) A is finitely generated over the monoid ring ZQ�,
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(ii) A is finitely generated over the monoid ring ZM of a finitely generated sub-
monoidM � Q�.

Proof. SetN D ker � and xQ D Q=N . Then xQ is free abelian; so there exists a finite
subset Y D fy1; : : : ; yf g which maps onto a basis of xQ; replacing, if need be, some
elements yj 2 Y by their inverses, we may assume that Y � Q�. Set y0 D y1 � � �yf
and r0 D �.y0/. Then r0 > 0:

Assume the module A is finitely generated over ZQ�, say by the finite set A.
Then implication (i) ) (iii) of Proposition 2.8 provides one with a matrix .�a;a1

/

that satisfies the equation
a1 D

X
a2A

a � �a;a1

for each a1 2 A and whose entries satisfy the inequalities v�.�a;a1
/ > r0 D �.y0/.

Let Z be the union of the supports of the card.A/2 entries of .�a;a1
/ and let M be

the monoid generated by set

N [ Y [ fz � y�1
0 j z 2 Zg:

Notice that M is contained in Q�. By hypothesis, the derived group Q0 of Q is
finitely generated; hence so is N D ker � and the monoid M . Moreover, as N
contains the commutator subgroup of Q, the monoid M is stable under conjugation
by the elements of Q.

Set A0 D P
a2A a � ZM . Then A0 is a finitely generated ZM -module. To prove

statement (ii), it suffices therefore to show that A0 coincides with A. As the monoid
M contains the kernel N of � and a basis Y of xQ D Q=N there exists, for every
element q 2 Q, an integer ` � 0 such that q � y`0 2 M . So we need only show that
A0 � y�1

0 � A0.
For every � 2 ZM and a1 2 A the following computation is valid:

a1 � � � y�1
0 D a1 � y�1

0 � y0�y�1
0 D

� X
a2A

a � �a;a1
� y�1
0

�
� y0�y�1

0

Since ZM is invariant under conjugation byQ and as the elements �a;a1
�y�1
0 belong

to ZM by the construction ofM , the computation shows that A0 � y�1
0 � A0. But if

so, A coincides with A0, whence A is generated by the finite set A over the finitely
generated submonoid M of Q�.

The converse is clear.

Remark 2.12. Proposition 2.11 goes back to [16]. Its proof uses an idea employed
in establishing Proposition 2.4 (ii) in [2].

2.2d. Some consequences for polycyclic groups. We are now able to show that, for
every finitely generated moduleA over a polycyclic groupQ, the invariant†0.QIA/
can be determined by looking at the invariants of cyclic submodules. The first step
on the route to this result is
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Proposition 2.13. Let Q be a polycyclic group and A1 a submodule of the finitely
generated ZQ-module A. Then A1 is finitely generated over ZQ and

†0.QIA/ � †0.QIA1/:

Proof. The group ring of a polycyclic group is noetherian (by P. Hall’s extension of
Hilbert’s Basis Theorem; see, e.g., [14], 15.3.3) and so A1, being a submodule of a
finitely generated ZQ-module, is finitely generated over ZQ.

Assume now that � W Q ! R is a non-zero character and that A is finitely gen-
erated over the monoid ring ZQ�. As Q is polycyclic Proposition 2.11 applies and
tells us that A is finitely generated over the monoid ring ZM of a finitely generated
submonoid M of Q� We may, and shall, assume that M contains the derived group
of Q and can then apply another variant of Hilbert’s Basis Theorem (see Chapter
10, p. 423, Theorem 2.6 in [12]) and thus infer that ZM is a noetherian ring. The
submodule A1 is therefore finitely generated over ZM , hence a fortiori over ZQ�
and so Œ�� belongs to †0.QIA1/.

As a first consequence of Proposition 2.13, we have the following refinement of
Lemma 2.2:

Corollary 2.14. Assume Q is a polycyclic group. Then the invariants of the terms
of a short exact sequence A1 � A � A2 of finitely generated ZQ-modules are
related by the identity

†0.QIA/ D †0.QIA1/ \†0.QIA2/:

Proposition 2.13 and Corollary 2.14 together lead then to a†0-criterion for poly-
cyclic groups:

Corollary 2.15. LetQ be a polycyclic group, � W Q ! R a non-zero character and
A a ZQ-module that is generated by the finite set A. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:

(i) Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/,
(ii) for every a 2 A, there exists, an element �a 2 Q� so that a D a � �a and

v�.�a/ > 0.

Proof. If Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/, Proposition 2.13 implies that Œ�� lies in the invariant of
every cyclic submodule Aa D a � ZQ with a 2 A. Proposition 2.8 next provides
one, for each generator a 2 A, with an element �a having the stated properties. So
hypothesis (i) implies assertion (ii); the converse is covered by Proposition 2.8.
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3. Tame modules

In the next section, finitely presented groupsG will be constructed that are semidirect
productsQËA of an abelian normal subgroupA by a nilpotent groupQ. The module
Awill be assumed to be tame. In this section, tame modules are defined and discussed.

Definition 3.1. LetQ be a finitely generatednilpotent group andA a finitely generated
right module over ZQ. We callA tame if there exists a central series f1g D QkC1 <
Qk < � � � < Q2 < Q1 D Q of Q and a finite ZQ-generating set A � A such that

†0.Qi I A � ZQi / [ �†0.Qi I A � ZQi / 	 S.Qi ;QiC1/ for 1 � i � k:

3.1. Dependence on the generating set. We first show that a ZQ-module which is
tame with respect to a central series fQig and some finite ZQ-generating set A � A,
is tame with respect to fQig and any other finite generating set B � A.

Proposition 3.2. Let Q be a finitely generated nilpotent group and fQig a central
series of Q. If A is a finitely generated ZQ-module and A, B are two finite ZQ-
generating sets of A then

†0.Qi I A � ZQi / \ S.Qi ;QiC1/ D †0.Qi I B � ZQi / \ S.Qi ;QiC1/
for i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg.

Proof. We start with two easy reductions. Since A[B is also a finite ZQ-generating
set we can assume that A � B; as B is finite, it suffices to treat the case where
B D A [ fbg.

As A generates the moduleA the element b 2 A can be written as b D P
a2A a��a

where each �a is an element of ZQ. Let E denote the union of the supports of all
the elements �a and of the singleton f1Qg. Then the chain of inclusions

A � ZQi � B � ZQi D .A [ fbg/ � ZQi � AE � ZQi

holds for every i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. By Proposition 2.13 this chain of inclusions gives
rise to a chain of Sigma-invariants, namely

†0.Qi I A � ZQi / 	 †0.Qi I B � ZQi / 	 †0.Qi I AE � ZQi /: (3.1)

Now the submodule AE � ZQi will be finitely generated over a subring R of ZQi
if each summand Aq � ZQi with q 2 E is finitely generated over R, whence the
inclusion

†0.Qi I AE � ZQi / 	
\

q2E †
0.Qi I Aq � ZQi /:

In view of this inclusion and the chain (3.1) it suffices therefore to show that the
intersection †0.Qi I Aq � ZQi / \ S.Qi ;QiC1/ does not depend on q.
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Consider a point Œ�� 2 S.Qi ;QiC1/. By Proposition 2.13, this point lies in
†0.Qi I Aq � ZQi / if, and only if, Aq � ZQi D Aq � Z.Qi�/. Now Qi is normal in
Q and so Aq � ZQi D .A � ZQi /q; as Qi is central in Q modulo QiC1 and as �
vanishes on QiC1, one has also Qi� D qQi�q

�1, and thus

Aq � Z.Qi�/ D A � q.ZQi�/q�1 � q D A � ZQi� � q:
So Aq � ZQi D Aq � Z.Qi�/ holds precisely if .A � ZQi /q D .A � ZQi�/q.

Remarks 3.3. a) The previous proposition implies that a finitely generated ZQ-
moduleAwhich is tame with respect to a central series ofQ and some finite generating
set, is tame with respect to this series and any other finite generating set. In the sequel
we shall call a finitely generated ZQ-module A tame with respect to a central series
fQig ofQ, if it is tame with respect to fQig and some finite generating set.

b) I have not been able to determine how the tameness of a module A depends on
the central series fQig. One might hope that a module which is tame with respect to
some central series fQig is also tame with respect to some canonical central series,
for instance with respect to the upper central series. (The lower central series does not
qualify; indeed, the group G2 discussed in Theorem 2 of [15] shows that a module
which is tame with respect to the upper central series need not be tame with respect
to the lower central series.)

The construction in Section 4 will therefore be carried out for an arbitrary central
series; fortunately, the construction for a general central series is no more involved
than that for an explicitly known central series.

3.2. Submodules and quotient modules. Proposition 3.2 has many useful conse-
quences. A first one is the fact that submodules and quotient modules of tame modules
are tame:

Corollary 3.4. Let Q be a finitely generated nilpotent group, fQig a central series
of Q and A is a finitely generated ZQ-module. Suppose A is tame with respect to
fQig. Then all ZQ-submodules A1 � A, all homomorphic images A2 of A and all
direct sums A˚ � � � ˚ A of finitely many copies of A are tame with respect to fQig.

Proof. Let A be a finite generating set of A. Since the ring ZQ is noetherian, every
submodule A1 of A is finitely generated over ZQ, say by the finite subset B. By
Proposition 3.2, the module A is then tame with respect to the central series fQig
and A [ B. As B � ZQi is a ZQi -submodule of .A [ B/ � ZQi , Proposition 2.13
applies and yields the inclusion †0.Qi I .A [ B/ � ZQi / � †0.Qi I B � ZQi /. So

†0.Qi I B � ZQi / [ �†0.Qi I B � ZQi /

	 †0.Qi I .A [ B/ � ZQi / [ �†0.Qi I .A [ B/ � ZQi / 	 S.Q;QiC1/

for every i whence A1 is tame with respect to the central series fQig.
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Consider next a homomorphic image A2 of A. Then A2 is generated by the
image A2 of A in A2 and so it is tame with respect to fQig and A2; indeed, one has
†0.Qi I A2 � ZQi / 	 †0.Qi I A � ZQi / by Lemma 2.2.

Finally, consider a direct sum A1 ˚ � � � ˚ Am of copies Aj of A and let A

up to Am denote the corresponding copies of the finite generating set A of A.
The definition of †0 immediately implies that †0.Qi I A � ZQi / is contained in
†0.Qi I .A [ � � � [ Am/ � ZQi /, whence A1 ˚ � � � ˚ Am is tame with respect to the
central series fQig.

3.3. Passage to subgroups of finite index. In the construction to be carried out in
Section 4, it is convenient to assume that the factors of the central series fQig are
torsion-free. The next result shows that this assumption is harmless.

Proposition 3.5. LetQ be a finitely generated nilpotent group, fQig a central series
ofQ and A a finitely generated ZQ-module.

(i) There exists a subgroup of finite index P of Q such that the induced central
series fPi D P \Qig has torsion-free factors.

(ii) If P � Q is a subgroup of finite index, then A is tame with respect to fQig if,
and only if, A, viewed as a ZP -module, is tame with respect to the induced
central series fPi D P \Qig.

Proof. (i) The proof is by induction on k, the number of factors of the central series
fQig. By a result of K. Hirsch, every polycyclic group, hence every finitely generated
nilpotent group, is residually finite ([10], cf. [11], 1.3.10). This property allows one
to find a subgroupQ0 � Q of finite index which avoids the torsion-subgroup ofQk .
SetQ0

i D Q0 \Qi . By the induction hypothesis, the group SQ0 D Q0=Q0
k

has then a
subgroup xP of finite index such that the induced series f xPi D . xP \ .Q0

i=Q
0
k
/g has

torsion-free factors. LetP be the preimage of xP inQ0. ThenP is a subgroup of finite
index in Q and all the factors of the central series fPi D P \Qig are torsion-free.

(ii) Since P has finite index in Q, the module A is finitely generated over P ; let
A be a finite ZP -generating set. Consider now an index i � k. Since Pi D P \ Qi
has finite index inQi and as Pi \ ŒQi ;Qi � � P \QiC1 D PiC1, Lemma 2.3 allows
one to deduce that the inclusion �i W Pi ,! Qi induces an isomorphism of spheres
��
i W S.Qi ;QiC1/ ��!� S.Pi ; PiC1/ with

��
i

�
†0.Qi I A � ZQi / \ S.Qi ;QiC1/

� D †0.Pi I A � ZQi / \ S.Pi ; PiC1/: (3.2)

Now A � ZPi is a submodule of A � ZQi and A � ZQi is a quotient module of a finite
direct sum of copies of A � ZPi ; so†0.Pi I A � ZPi / coincides with†0.Pi I A � ZQi /
by Proposition 2.13 and Lemma 2.2. Relation (3.2) therefore implies that A is tame
with respect to fQig if, and only if, it is tame with respect to the induced central series
fPig.
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4. Construction of finitely related groups

In this section we establish our main result:

Theorem 4.1. LetQ be a nilpotent group and A a finitely generated ZQ-module. If
A is tame the semidirect product G D Q Ë A of A byQ has a finite presentation.

The proof of this theorem will be carried out in several steps: we start out with a
reduction, then specify a finite generating set and an infinite list of defining relations
of a subgroupG1 D P ËAwith finite index inG. Next the geometric assumption on
Awill be used to define radii 	i . In the fourth step, these radii go into the construction
of a finitely related group zG. This group zG is a split extension of a group QA by the
nilpotent group P and admits of an epimorphism


 W zG D P Ë QA � G1 D P Ë A:

In the last step, geometric arguments will be invoked to deduce that 
 is an isomor-
phism.

4.1. First steps. Let Q be a nilpotent group and A a finitely generated (right) ZQ-
module, that is tame with respect to a central series fQig of Q. In this section, we
carry out two easy steps of the proof of Theorem 4.1.

4.1a. Step 1: reduction. By claim (i) of Proposition 3.5 there exists a subgroup
P � Q of finite index such the induced central series fPi D P \Qig has torsion-
free, hence free abelian, factors. Moreover, by claim (ii) of that proposition the
ZQ-module A remains finitely generated when viewed as a ZP -module and it is
tame with respect to the central series fPig. Set G1 D P Ë A.

Since G admits a finite presentation if, and only if, G1 has this property, there
is no harm in assuming from the very outset that the factors Qi=QiC1 of the given
central series

QkC1 D f1g < Qk < � � � < Q2 < Q1 D Q

are free-abelian, say of rank ni .

4.1b. Step 2: choice of an infinite presentation. Construct a finite set of generators
X D Tk [ Tk�1 [ � � � [ T2 [ T1 of the nilpotent group Q by picking, for each index
i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg, a finite subset

Ti D ft1;i ; t2;i ; : : : ; tni ;ig
of Q whose image under the canonical map cani W Q � Q=QiC1 is a basis of the
free abelian group Qi=QiC1. Enlarge X to a finite generating set G D Q Ë A by
adding to X a finite set A of ZQ-generators of A. The union A [ X is then finite
and generates G.
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Now to an infinite presentation of G. Let F , F.A/ and F.A [ X/ denote the
free groups on the finite sets X, A, and A [ X, respectively. The group Q is a
finitely generated nilpotent group and so it is finitely related by a result of P. Hall’s
(cf. [14], 2.2.4). There exists therefore a finite set RQ of reduced words in X so that
the epimorphism � induced by the inclusion X ,! Q gives rise to an isomorphism
�� W F= gpF .RQ/ ��!� Q.

Next, define an infinite set of commutators of G, namely the set

K D fŒa; bw � j .a; b/ 2 A2 and w 2 F g:
Let N be the normal closure of the finite set A in the free group F.A [ X/ and let
xN denote the canonical image of N in the factor group

hA [ X j Ki: (4.1)

We claim that every element Na 2 NA commutes with every conjugate Nbw of every
Nb 2 NA; herew is a freely reduced word in F.A [ X/. By definition, this claim holds
if w 2 F D F.X/. Suppose now that w 2 F.A [ X/ X F and that c 2 A˙ is
the first letter in w that lies outside of X˙; say w D u � c � v with u 2 F . Then the
following computation is valid (congruences modulo K):

Œa; bw � D Œa; bucv� D Œav
�1

; .bu/c�v 
 Œav
�1

; bu�v D Œa; buv�:

The claim thus follows by descending induction on the letters of w outside of X˙.
Consider next the quotientH D hA[X j K [RQi of the free groupF.A[X/;

let OA denote the canonical image of N D gpF.A[X/.A/ in H . Then OA is abelian
and conjugation by Q turns it into a (right) ZQ-module. As this module is finitely
generated, it satisfies the ascending chain condition on submodules by a generalization
of Hilbert’s basis theorem.2 So the kernel of the canonical projection OA � A is
generated by a finite subset, say �RA, over the noetherian ring ZQ. Lift �RA to a finite
subset RA of N D gpF.A[X/.A/. Then the inclusion of A [ X into G D Q Ë A
induces an isomorphism

�� W hA [ X j RA [ K [ RQ/ ��!� G: (4.2)

This is the infinite presentation announced in the heading of Section 4.1b.
We are left with the task of showing that the infinite set of commutators K in

presentation (4.2) can be deduced from finitely many among them and the finite set
RA [ RQ. We shall reach this goal on a roundabout route: we shall specify a finite
subset K0 of K , but supplement it by a finite set C , which paraphrases the hypothesis
that A be a tame ZQ-module. The set K will then be deduced from the finite set of
relators RA [ K0 [ C [ RQ.

2[8], Theorem 1, p. 429 , cf. [14], 15.3.3, p. 464.
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4.2. Step 3: finding the radii �i . Now we bring into play the geometric assumption
that A is a tame ZQ-module with respect to the central series fQig; by step 1) the
factors of this central series can be assumed to be free abelian. The module A is
tame with respect to some finite ZQ-generating set, say B � A; by Remark 3.3 it
is therefore tame with respect to the previously chosen set A � A. For each index
i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg, the inclusion

S.Qi ;QiC1/ � †0.Qi I A � ZQi / [ �†0.Qi I A � ZQi /

thus holds. Our next aim is to define radii 	i , one for each index i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg.
These radii will be found independently of each other. In the remainder of step 3, the
index i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg will therefore be fixed.

4.2a. Construction of finite open covers. As detailed in Section 2.2b, the †0-
criterion provides one with an open cover fOƒ.i/g of the invariant†0.Qi I A � ZQi /.
In view of Corollary 2.15, the matrices involved in this cover can and will be assumed
to be diagonal. The collection fOƒ.i/g gives then rise to an open cover fO�.i/g [
f�O�.i/g of

†0.Qi I A � ZQi / [ �†0.Qi I A � ZQi /

and hence of the subsphere S.Qi ;QiC1/ (by the tameness of A). As this subsphere
is compact, there exist finitely many diagonal matrices

�1;i D fıa;a1
��.aI 1; i/g; �2;i D fıa;a1

��.aI 2; i/g; : : : ; �`i ;i D fıa;a1
��.aI `i ; i/g

whose associated open sets O�1;i
, O�2;i

,…, O�`i ;i
cover, together with their antipo-

dal images �O�j;i
, the entire sphere S.Qi ;QiC1/.

The diagonal matrices �j;i have entries in ZQi and enjoy two properties:

a D a � �.aI j; i/ for every a 2 A; (4.3)

and

v�.�.aI j; i// > 0 for every a 2 A and every Œ�� 2 O�j;i
: (4.4)

4.2b. Passage to euclidean spaces. As before, let ni be the rank of the free-abelian
group Qi=QiC1. Next, let #i be the epimorphism

#i W Qi � Qi=QiC1 ��!� Zni

which sends the generator tj;i 2 Ti onto the j -th standard basis vector of the euclidean
lattice Zni . This epimorphism induces an isomorphism

#�
i W Sni �1 ��!� S.Qi ;QiC1/

of the unit sphere in the ni -dimensional euclidean space Rni onto the sphere
S.Qi ;QiC1/. It takes a unit vector u to the ray Œ�u� represented by the charac-
ter �u, the character that sends the element q 2 Qi to the scalar product hu; #i .q/i.
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We next introduce finite subsets Lj;i of the standard lattice Zni � Rni ; they are
defined by

Lj;i D
[

a2A
#i .supp�.aI j; i//:

The definitions of the homeomorphism ��
i and of the sets O�j;i

, together with the
covering property of the family fO�j;i

g [ f�O�j;i
g, imply then the following geo-

metric property of the family FC;i D fLj;i j 1 � j � `ig of finite subsets of the
lattice Zni : for each unit vector u 2 Sni �1 there exists an index j D j.u/ such that

hu;Lj;i i > 0 or hu;Lj;i i < 0:

In the above, a finite subset of real numbers is considered to be positive, respectively
negative, if all its elements are positive, respectively negative.

The stated property of FC;i can be expressed more simply in terms of the auxiliary
collection

Fi D fL � Zni j L 2 FC;i or � L 2 FC;ig:
The new finite family fulfills the hypotheses of the following

Lemma 4.2 ([17], Lemma 25, p. 291). Let F be a finite collection of finite subsets
L of the standard lattice Zn � Rn. Assume that for every u in the sphere Sn�1 there
exists L 2 F such that hu;Li > 0. Then there exists a natural number p0 such that
for every lattice point x with hx; xi D p C 1 > p0 there exists L 2 F such that
x C L is contained in the ball Bp D fy 2 Zn j kyk2 � pg.

We apply this lemma to the collection Fi , obtain an integer p0.i/ and then set
	i D p

p0.i/. By varying i from 1 to k we then obtain the radii mentioned in the
heading of step 3.

4.3. Step 4: introduction of the group zG . Recall that F is the free group with
basis X D T1 [ � � � [ Tk; see Section 4.1b. In the sequel, we shall need certain free
factors Fi of F ; here i ranges from 1 to k. By definition, the group Fi has the subset

Xi D Ti [ TiC1 [ � � � [ Tk

as its basis. Next we need the subset F o of ordered words of F . It consists of all
words w of the form

w D �
t
m1;1

1;1 t
m2;1

2;1 � � � tmn1;1

n1;1

� � �
t
m1;2

1;2 � � � tmn2;2

n2;2

� � � � �tm1;k

1;k
t
m2;k

2;k
� � � tmnk;k

nk ;k

�
:

Finally, set F oi D Fi \F o. Note that the restriction �jF 0 of the projection � W F �
Q is bijective.
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4.3a. Auxiliary relations of zG . As explained at the end of Section 4.1b, the infinite
set of commutators K in the presentation (4.2) of G will be replaced by the union
K0 [ C of two finite subsets. We are now ready to define them.

The set K is made up of all commutators Œa; bw � with .a; b/ 2 A2 and w 2 F .
The subset K0 is obtained from K by restricting the conjugating words w to a finite
subset W . This subset is the complex product

W D V1 � V2 � � �Vk where (4.5)

Vi D ftm1;i

1;i t
m2;i

2;i � � � tmni ;i

ni ;i
j m21;i Cm22;i C � � � Cm2ni ;i

� 	2i g: (4.6)

Now to the set of relations C . These relations mimic the module relations (4.3),
namely a D a � �.aI j; i/. We rewrite them as relations of the form

a D
Y

u2F o
i

�
a�.aIj;i; Ou/�u: (4.7)

Here �.aI j; i I Ou/ denotes the coefficient of the element �.aI j; i/ at q D Ou D �.u/.
The formally infinite product on the right hand side of relation (4.7) is to be interpreted
as a finite product, consisting of the factors with non-zero exponent �.aI j; i I Ou/, the
factors being taken in an arbitrarily chosen order. Note that C comprises card.A/ �
.`1 C `2 C � � � C `k/ relations. (The integers `i are defined in Section 4.2a.)

4.3b. Definition of zG . At long last, we are able to define the group zG. This group is
by construction finitely related; it will later be shown to be isomorphic to G, whence
G admits a finite presentation, as claimed by Theorem 4.1.

The generating set of zG is the finite set

A [ X with X D T1 [ � � � [ Ti [ � � � [ Tk and Ti D ft1;i ; t2;i ; : : : ; tni ;ig:

The set of defining relations is the union RA [ K0 [ C [ RQ. The set of relators
RA corresponds to a finite set of relations of the ZQ-module A with respect to the
set of generators A; the finite set of relators RQ defines the nilpotent group Q as a
quotient of the free group F on X (see Section 4.1b). The finite sets K0 and C are
as explained in the previous Section 4.3a. The inclusions of A into A and of X into
Q induce, by the choice of the set of relations RA [ K0 [ C [ RQ, an epimorphism

 W zG � G. Actually more is true:

Proposition 4.3. The epimorphism


 W zG D hA [ X j RA [ K0 [ C [ RQi � G D Q Ë A

is an isomorphism. It establishes that G is finitely related.
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4.4. Step 5: proof of Proposition 4.3. The proof will be by descending induction
on k. With this aim in mind, we consider statements �i , the index i descending from
k C 1 to 1:

�i W
8<:the relation Œa; bw � D 1 holds in zG for every couple .a; b/ 2 A2

and every word w D v1v2 � � � vi�1wi with
v1 2 V1, …, vi�1 2 Vi�1 and wi 2 Fi D F.Ti [ � � � [ Tk/.

9=;
Statement �kC1 holds because the set of conjugating exponents in K0 is, by definition,
W D V1V2 � � �Vk; this fact allows one to start the induction.

4.4a. Inductive step. Assume statement �iC1 is valid for some index i � k. We
want to deduce, by an auxiliary induction, that statement �i holds. To this end, we
consider, for every natural number p, the statement

�i;p W

8̂̂<̂
:̂

the relation Œa; bw � D 1 holds in zG for every couple .a; b/ 2 A2

and every word w D v1v2 � � � vi�1uiwiC1 such that
v1 2 V1, …, vi�1 2 Vi�1, wiC1 2 FiC1 and
ui D t

m1;i

1;i � � � tmni ;i

ni ;i
with m21;i C � � � Cm2ni ;i

� p.

9>>=>>;
By the definition3 of the set Vi , statement �i;p0.i/ coincides with statement �iC1, a
statement that holds by the outer induction. This permits us to start the inner induction
at p D p0.i/. Consider now a word

ui D t
m1;i

1;i � � � tmni ;i

ni ;i
with m21;i C � � � Cm2ni ;i

D p C 1 > p0.i/:

Set x D #i .�.ui // 2 Zni . By Lemma 4.2, applied with

F D Fi D fLj;i j 1 � j � `ig [ f�Lj;i j 1 � j � `ig;
and by the construction of p0.i/, there exists an index j and a sign " such that
x C " � Lj;i is contained in the ball Bp � Zni with radius-squared p. The finite set
Lj;i corresponds to ni relations in C having the form

b D
Y

u2F 0
i

�
b�.bIj;i; Ou/�u:

In the following calculations, the couple .a; b/ 2 A2 is fixed. Assume first that "
equals C1. Then the chain of relations

Œa; bw � D
�
a;

� Y
u2F o

i

b�.bIj;i; Ou/�u�w�
D

Y
u2F o

i

	
a; b�.bIj;i; Ou/�u�w
f .b;u/

holds in the group zG. Here the second relation is a consequence of the commutator
identity

Œa; bc� D a�1c�1b�1 � abc D Œa; b�c
a � Œa; c�;

3see equations (4.5) and (4.6)
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and the conjugating factors f .b; u/ are certain elements in zG which need not concern
us. We next rewrite the conjugating words u � w modulo the set of relators RQ, the
defining relators of Q. The following calculation holds in the free group F :

u � w D u � v1v2 � � � vi�1uiwiC1 D v1v2 � � � vi�1 � .uv1v2���vi�1 � ui / � wiC1:
The words u and ui project onto elements q and qi inQi and this subgroup is central
in Q moduloQiC1. It follows that the word u �w is congruent, modulo the defining
relators RQ of Q, to a word of the form v1v2 � � � vi�1 � u0

i � w0
iC1 with

u0
i D t

m0

1;i

1;i � � � tm
0

ni ;i

ni ;i
and w0

iC1 2 FiC1:
In addition, the lattice point .m0

1;i ; : : : ; m
0
ni ;i
/ D .m1;i ; : : : ; mni ;i / C y with y 2

Lj;i lies in the ball Bp . The inductive hypothesis applies therefore to the word
v1v2 � � � vi�1 � u0

i � w0
iC1. It follows that each commutator	

a; b�.bIj;i; Ou/�u�w

is trivial in zG, whence the commutator relation Œa; bw � D 1 holds in zG.

Suppose now that " D �1. Then the chain of relations

Œa; bw � D
h Y

u2F o
i

a�.aIj;i; Ou/�u; bw
i

D
Y

u2F o
i

	
a�.aIj;i; Ou/�u; bw


g.a;u/
:

holds in the group zG. Here the second relation is a consequence of the commutator
identity

Œab; c� D b�1a�1c�1 � abc D Œa; c�b � Œb; c�;
and the conjugating elements g.a; u/ are certain elements in zG. By rewriting the
factors of the third term, one arrives at the relation

Œa; bw � D
Y

u2F o
i

	
a�.aIj;i; Ou/; bw �u�1
u�g.a;u/

:

As before, the aim is now to show that each factor on the right hand side is trivial in
zG. To attain it one rewrites the conjugating words w � u�1 modulo the set of relators
RQ and uses then the fact that the set x�Lj;i lies inside the ball Bp � Zni of radiusp
p. Here are the details:

w � u�1 D v1v2 � � � vi�1uiwiC1 � u�1 D v1v2 � � � vi�1 � .ui � wiC1 � u�1/:

The factor in parentheses represents an element qi of Qi ; this element can also be
represented by a word of the form u00

i � w00
iC1 with

u00
i D t

m00

1;i

1;i � � � tm
00

ni ;i

ni ;i
and w00

iC1 2 FiC1:
Moreover, .m00

1;i ; : : : ; m
00
ni ;i
/ D .m1;i ; : : : ; mni ;i / � y for some y 2 Lj;i . It then

follows as before, that Œa; bw � D 1 holds in zG.
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4.4b. Conclusion. The previous calculation shows that implication �i;p ) �i;pC1
is valid for every integer p � p0.i/. Hence the interior induction allows one to
deduce from statement �iC1 the statement

�i;1 W
8<:

the relation Œa; bw � D 1 holds in zG for every couple .a; b/ 2 A2

and every w D v1v2 � � � vi�1uiwiC1 with v1 2 V1, …, vi�1 2 Vi�1,
ui D t

m1;i

1;i � � � tmni ;i

ni ;i
and wiC1 2 FiC1.

9=;
As the presentation of zG contains the relations RQ defining Q, this statement �i;1
is equivalent to �i . The exterior induction then allows us to conclude that statement
�1 is valid. In view of the discussion following equation (4.1), statement �1, finally,
proves that the epimorphism 
, figuring in Proposition 4.3, is an isomorphism. The
proof of Proposition 4.3 and hence that of Theorem 4.1 is now complete.

5. Examples and concluding remarks

The purpose of this final section is twofold: to illustrate the computation of †0 by
some select examples and to discuss the necessity of the requirement of tameness.

5.1. Examples of tame modules. We describe some basic examples of tame mod-
ules over abelian groups and over nilpotent groups of class 2.

5.1a. Q free abelian. Our first example goes back to the papers [1] and [13] written
by G. Baumslag and V. I. Remeslennikov, respectively. Let k � 1 be an integer and
Q the free abelian group of rank 2k with basis B D fx1; y1; : : : ; xk; ykg. Define A
to be the cyclic ZQ-module with defining (right) annihilator ideal

I D .1C x1 � y1/ � ZQC � � � C .1C xk � yk/ � ZQ: (5.1)

Then A is a tame ZQ-module.
To see this, choose a D 1 C I 2 A as generator of A and consider a character

� W Q ! R ofQ. Suppose first there exists an index i 2 f1; : : : ; kg so that � assumes
its minimum only once on the support f1; xi ; yig of 1 C xi � yi . If the minimum
occurs at 1 we rewrite the equation a � .1Cxi �yi / D 0 in the form a D a.�xi Cyi /

and deduce from implication (iii) ) (i) in Proposition 2.8 that Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/ if
�.xi / > 0 and �.yi / > 0. If the minimum is taken on xi we use that a is annihilated
by .1Cxi�y1/�x�1

i D 1Cx�1
i �x�1

i yi and infer that Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/ if�.x�1
i / > 0

and �.x�1
i yi / > 0; if it is taken on yi we argue similarly. We conclude that � can

only lie outside of †0.QIA/ if it assumes its minimum at least twice on the support
of each of the elements 1C xi � yi . Two cases now arise: if � assumes its minimum
only twice on the support of some element 1Cxi �yi , then �� assumes its minimum
only once on it, and so Œ��� 2 †0.QIA/; if � is constant on the support of each
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1Cxi �yi then �maps every generator ofQ to 0, hence is the zero map and so does
not represent a point of S.Q/.

The preceding calculations show that†0.QIA/[ �†0.QIA/ D S.Q/; by Def-
inition 3.1 A is thus tame with respect to the central series f1g D Q2 < Q1 D Q.

Remarks 5.1. The above example brings to light two hallmarks of Theorem 4.1.
a) Typically, one will not be able to determine †0.QIA/ precisely. Fortunately,

Theorem 4.1 does not presuppose the exact knowledge of †0.QIA/: it suffices to
find a lower bound ƒ � †0.QIA/ with ƒ [ �ƒ D S.Q/.

b) The moduleA in the previous example is constructed by generators and defining
annihilating elements. By suitably choosing the annihilating elements one can arrange
that the constructed module is tame; it may, however, be far smaller then anticipated.
One way of avoiding a bad surprise is to select the annihilating element so that
they can be interpreted as describing a localization of a known module. This is
the case with the annihilating ideal (5.1); multiplication by each 1 C xi defines an
injective endomorphism of the free cyclic module ZP , where P is the free abelian
group on fx1; : : : ; xkg. The cyclic module A is therefore isomorphic to the localized
polynomial ring

ZŒX1; X
�1
1 ; .1CX1/

�1; : : : ; Xk; X�1
k ; .1CXk/

�1�:

This isomorphism shows, in particular, that every wreath product Z o P D P Ë ZP
embeds into a finitely related metabelian group.

5.1b. Q a Heisenberg group. Concrete examples of torsion-free, nilpotent groups
of class 2 are provided by Heisenberg groups. Such a group is defined as follows:

Definition 5.2. A group G is called a Heisenberg group of rank k if it admits a
presentation with generators fx1; y1; : : : ; xk; yk; zg and with defining relations

Œxi ; xj � D Œyi ; yj � D 1 for all 1 � i < j � k;

Œxi ; yj � D zıij for all 1 � i; j � k;

Œxi ; z� D Œyi ; z� D 1 for all 1 � i � k:

The element z is of infinite order and generates the centre Z of Q, and G=Z is
free abelian of rank 2k.

We next construct a tame module. Let Q be a Heisenberg group of rank k and
define A D ZQ=I to be the cyclic Q-module with

I D .1C x1 � y1/ � ZQC � � � C .1C xk � yk/ � ZQC .z � `/ � ZQ

where ` > 1 is an integer. Set a D 1C I and A D fag. We assert that A is a tame
ZQ-module with respect to the central series f1g D Q3 < Q2 D Z < Q1 D Q.
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To prove this claim we have to establish the inclusions

†0.QIA/ [ �†0.QIA/ 	 S.Q;Z/ D S.Q/;

†0.ZI A � ZZ/ [†0.ZI A � ZZ/ 	 S.Z/:

To verify the first inclusion, one can proceed as in the previous example; to justify
the second, one rewrites the relation a � .z � `/ D 0 in the form a � .1� ` � z�1/ D 0

and infers then from Proposition 2.8 that the character � W Z D gp.z/ ! R with
�.z�1/ D 1 represents a point of †0.ZI A � ZZ/.

Remark 5.3. The relations imposed on the module A in the preceding example
can be interpreted as arising from a sequence of ascending HNN-extensions (cf. [7],
Section 3). One can see in this way that the semi-direct product Q Ë A contains
the wreath product Z o gp.fx1; : : : ; xkg/. In Theorem 1 of [15] a different route is
chosen: there k D 1, and the element y1 C x1 � x21 is chosen in place of the element
1 C x1 � y1. One then sees by calculation that A is isomorphic to .ZŒ1=`�P /2 as
module over the subgroup P D gp.z; y1/ of Q.

5.2. On the necessity of the requirement of tameness. In Section 4, a geometric
method is used to establish the finite presentability ofG D QËA. This method goes
back to the paper [4] by R. Bieri and the author. In the cited paper, the following
result is proved:

Theorem 5.4 ([4], Theorem A). Let G be a finitely generated group containing an
abelian normal subgroup A with abelian factor groupQ D G=A. View A as a right
ZQ-module via conjugation. Then G is finitely presentable if, and only if,

†0.QIA/ [ �†0.QIA/ D S.Q/: (5.2)

The requirement (5.2) is nothing but the condition that the moduleA be tame (with
respect to the central series f1g D Q2 < Q1 D Q). The theorem reveals that this
condition is not merely sufficient, but also necessary. In addition, the group G need
not be the semi-direct product Q Ë A. One can modify the proof of Theorem (4.1)
so that non-split extensions are also covered (see [16], §4 and §5), but the question to
what extent the condition of being tame is necessary seems to be of greater significance
than this generalization. Prior to discussing this question, I explain how the necessity
of A being tame is established in the case of metabelian groups.

One starts out with a finitely presented groupG and a non-zero character � W G !
R. One then expresses N D ker � as a free product with amalgamation, say S1 ?S0

S2 (see [4], Sections 4.2–4.4). Such a product typically contains non-abelian free
subgroups. If G does not contain a non-abelian free subgroup, for instance because
it is soluble, the free product with amalgamation must be degenerate. By analyzing
this degeneration, one finds that the module A has to be tame over the group Q (see
[4], Sections 4.5–4.7).
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5.2a. The invariant †. The sketched argument can be generalized. The representa-
tion of ker � as a free product with amalgamation is available for an arbitrary finitely
presented group. In the next step one needs an invariant that is capable of record-
ing that the representation is degenerate if the group G contains no non-abelian free
subgroups. Such an invariant has been introduced and studied in [2]. Its definition is
this:

†.G/ D †G0.G/ D fŒ�� 2 S.G/ j G0 fg over a fg submonoid of G�g: (5.3)

HereG is a finitely generated group and its derived groupG0 is viewed as aG-group
via conjugation; the definitions of the sphere S.G/ and of the submonoid G� are as
in Section 2.1a. Finally, “fg” is short for “finitely generated”.

With the help of the invariant † the impact of finite presentability can then be
expressed as follows:

Theorem 5.5 ([2], Theorem C). If G is a finitely presented group which contains no
non-abelian free subgroups then

†.G/ [ �†.G/ D S.G/:

5.2b. A necessary condition for the finite presentation. I begin with a result that
compares the invariants †.G/ and †0.QIA/ in a special case:

Proposition 5.6. Let G be an extension of an abelian normal subgroup A by a
polycyclic group Q; let � W G � Q denote the associated projection. Then the
biimplication

Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/ ” Œ� B �� 2 †.G/
holds for every non-zero character � W Q ! R.

Proof. Note first that A is a finitely generated ZQ-module, for G is finitely gener-
ated and the polycyclic group Q is finitely presentable. Choose a finitely generated
subgroupH of G0 that projects ontoQ0 and let H � H be a finite set of generators.

Assume first that A is contained in G0. If Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/ then A is finitely
generated over Q�, say by A; Proposition 2.11 then shows that A generates A over
a finitely generated submonoid M � Q�. Pick a finitely generated submonoid
zM � GŒ�B�� that projects onto M . Then A [ H generates G0 over zM and so
Œ� B �� 2 †.G/. Conversely, if Œ� B �� 2 †.G/, then G0 is finitely generated over a
finitely generated submonoid md.Y/ of GŒ�B��. By Lemma 5.7 below, the module A
will then be finitely generated over a submonoid of Q� and so Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/.

Suppose now A that is not contained in G0 and set A1 D A \ G0. The factor
group A=A1 D A=.A\G0/ is isomorphic to .A �G0/=G0 and so a finitely generated
abelian group. It follows that G=A1 is polycyclic and so the previous reasoning
applies to zQ D G=A1 and A1. Consider now a non-zero character � W Q ! R.
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Let can W zQ � Q denote the canonical projection and QA1 the Z zQ-module obtained
from A1 by pullback along can. Then Corollary 2.14, Lemma 2.5 and the previous
reasoning justify the following chain of biimplications:

Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/ , Œ�� 2 †0.QIA1/ , Œ�Bcan� 2 †0. zQI QA1/ , Œ�B�� 2 †.G/:
It establishes Proposition 5.6 in the second case.

It remains to prove a technical result (cf. [2], Lemma 3.5):

Lemma 5.7. Let G be an extension of an abelian normal subgroup A � G0 by a
polycyclic group Q. If G0 is finitely generated over a finitely generated submonoid
md.Y/ of G then A is finitely generated over the monoid md.Q0; �.Y//.

Proof. Let H � G0 be a finite set which generates G0 over the monoid md.Y/ � G.
AsQ0 is finitely generated, we can assume that�.H / generatesQ0. SetH D gp.H /.

Since H is finitely generated and Q0 is finitely presentable, the kernel

B D ker.�jH / D A \H
is the normal closure gpH .B/ of a finite subset B � H . In addition. there exists for
every h 2 H and every y 2 Y an element a.h; y/ 2 A and an element u.h; y/ 2 H
satisfying the equation

hy D a.h; y/ � u.h; y/: (5.4)

We claim that A D B [ fa.h; y/ j h 2 H [ H �1 and y 2 Yg generates A over the
monoid md.H [ H �1 [ Y/.

To prove this claim we set A1 D gp.A md.H[H�1[Y// and show first that the
product A1 � H contains G0. Since A1 is normalized by each monoid generator of
H this product is a subgroup of G0; so it suffices to verify that each generator hw of
G0 D gp.H md.Y// can be written as a product a1 � h1 with a1 2 A1 and h1 2 H .
This is clearly possible if w D 1 and holds for w 2 Y by equation (5.4). If w D w0y
we may assume inductively that hw

0 D a1 � h1, whence hw D a
y
1 � hy1 . Now a

y
1 is in

A1 by the very definition of A1, while h1 is a product with factors in H [ H �1 and
so hy1 is in A1 �H by equation (5.4).

The claim that A1 D A now follows like this: As A is contained in G0 by
hypothesis, every element a 2 A can be written as a product a1 � h1 with a1 2 A1
and b1 2 H . Then h1 is in A \ H D B , so lies in A1 by the definitions of A, of
B D gpH .B/ and of A1, whence a D a1 � h1 2 A1.

Proposition 5.6 leads immediately to a necessary condition for the finite pre-
sentability of an abelian-by-polycyclic group:

Corollary 5.8. LetG an extension of an abelian normal subgroup A by a polycyclic
groupQ. If G has a finite presentation then

†.QIA/ [ �†.QIA/ D S.Q/:
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Proof. Let � W G � Q be the projection associated to the extension A G G � Q

and let � W Q ! R be a non-trivial character. By Theorem 5.5 at least one of the
antipodal characters ˙.�B�/ represents then a point in†.G/whence Proposition 5.6
allows one to infer that Œ�� 2 †0.QIA/ [ �†0.QIA/.

Remarks 5.9. a) Corollary 5.8 is an unpublished result of R. Bieri and the author.
b) Let Q be a nilpotent group of class 2 and let 3.G/ < 2.Q/ D Q0 <

Q1 D Q be the lower central series of Q. Let A be a finitely generated ZQ-
module, generated by the finite set A. If G D Q Ë A is finitely presentable then
†0.QIA/[ �†0.QIA/ D S.Q/ by Corollary 5.8. The module A, however, is only
tame with respect to the lower central series if, in addition,

†0.Q0I A � ZQ0/ [ �†0.Q0I A � ZQ0/ D S.Q0/

or, equivalently, if the metabelian groupQ0 Ë .A � ZQ0/ admits a finite presentation.
As of writing, it is unknown to what extent this additional condition is implied by the
finite presentability of G.
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